
Which did you buy, a horse or horse? 

 

 This talk is about count-to-mass coercion. Numeral Quantifiers (NQs) in Japanese can 

either precede NPs (pre-nominals) or follow NPs (post-nominals). There are two kinds of 

classifier: atomic classifiers count atoms, e.g., ‘-nin’ counts person-atom, and measure classifiers 

measure a non-atomic amount, e.g., ‘-kg’ measures weight. Only the latter takes decimals, e.g., 

*4.5 persons vs. 2.35 kg.  

 Only post-nominal measure classifiers trigger count-to-mass coercion, i.e., from a horse 

to horsemeat.  

 

(1)Prenominal:  

87kg       -no   uma 

87-CLkilo_grum-Gen  horse 

  a. ‘a horse that weighs 87kg’ (count) 

  b. *‘87kg of horsemeat’ (mass) 

(2)Post-nominal:  

uma  87kg  

horse 87-CLkilo_grum 

a. *‘a horse that weighs 87kg’ (count) 

b. ‘87kg of horsemeat’ (mass)

 

I propose that this seemingly complicated pattern follows from the property of monotonicity.  

 

(3)Monotonicity (Mon): ∀μ ∀P<et> [Mon (P)(μ) ↔ ∀x ∀y [[P (x) & P (y) & x < y] → μ (x) < μ (y)]] 

 

‘x < y’ means ‘x is a proper part of y’ and ‘μ (x)’ is a function from individuals to numbers. 

Monotonic measurement traces a part-whole structure. Schwarzschild (2002) shows that 

monotonicity predicts the distribution of measure phrases in English.  

 

(4)Monotonic measure phrase ‘litre(s)’ 

a. pseudo partitive: 2 litres of oil  

b. measure compound: *2 litre-oil  

(5)Non-monotonic measure phrase ‘degree’ 

a. pseudo partitive: *2 degrees of oil 

b. measure compound: 2 degree-oil

 

Also in Spanish, Dutch, Swiss German and Russian, syntax determines (non-)monotonicity of 

measure phrases. In Japanese, too: post-nominals allow only monotonic classifiers.  

 

(6)Monotonic MC ‘-rittoru’ (CLlitre): 

a. san-rittoru-no  wain (pre-nominal) 

   3-CLlitre-Gen  wine 

b. wain-san-rittoru (post-nominal) 

  wine-3-CLlitre 

  ‘three litres of wine’ 

(7)Non-monotonic MC ‘-do’ (CLdegree):  

a. gojuu-do-no  abura (pre-nominal) 

  50-CLdegree-Gen oil 

b. *abura-gojuu-do (post-nominal) 

   oil-50-CLdegree 

   ‘50℃ oil’



Pre-nominal monotonic classifiers have non-monotonic semantics.  

 

(8)a. 3-nin-no     chiimu (pre-nominal) 

  3-CLperson Gen team 

b. *chiimu 3-nin (post-nominal) 

   team  3-CLperson  

   ‘a team composed of three members’

 

Post-nominal ‘nin’ in (8b) cannot measure the group noun ‘chiimu’ (team) because it denotes a 

group. However, (8a) is fine: it involves no monotonic measurement.  

 I propose that post-nominals presuppose monotonicity, whereas pre-nominals do not.  

 

(9)a. Pre-nominal: [[-CL]] = λn λx. [μ(x) = n] 

b. Post-nominal: [[-CL]] = λP λn λx: Mon (P)(μ). [P (x) & μ (x) = n] 

 

Now, the count-to-mass coercion is derived from monotonicity: for a predicate to be monotonic 

with respect to measure classifiers, it need to be homogeneous.  

 

(10)Homogeneity (Hom): ∀P [Hom (P) ↔ ∀x [P (x) → ∃y [y ≤ x & x ≠ y & P (y)]] 

 

It explains why only post-nominal measure classifiers trigger coercion: pre-nominal measure 

classifiers do not presuppose monotonicity and atomic classifiers count atoms, which is not 

homogeneous. As these are independently motivated by syntax-semantics of classifiers, no 

additional stipulation is necessary. Moreover, it suggests that Japanese patterns with some 

European languages with respect to syntactic determination of monotonicity. This result is not 

trivial, as Japanese are typologically remote from those languages.  

 Further discussion on count-to-mass coercion and details of the proposal, e.g., syntax-

semantics of classifiers, compositionality and noun denotation, will be elaborated in the talk.  


